DICES A VARIETY OF VEGETABLES FOR SALAD BARS, PASTA, SOUPS, AND OTHER FOOD PREP REQUIREMENTS

VEGETABLE DICERS

#181DC14  #181DC38  #181DC12
1/4”  3/8”  1/2”

3 3/8” square cutting area accommodates medium-sized fruits and veggies in a compact design

Width 8”
Depth 8”
Height 18”
Cutting Area Width 3 3/8”
Cutting Area Depth 3 3/8”
Installation Type Countertop
Material Cast Aluminum
NSF Listed Yes
Power Type Manual
Slice Size 1/4”, 3/8” or 1/2”
Type Dicers

NSF
STAINLESS STEEL ASSEMBLY
Cuts cleanly and precisely in one swift, fluid motion. Simply press down on the push block and watch as your product is smoothly transformed into ¼”, ⅜” or ½” pieces.

RAZOR-SHARP STAINLESS STEEL BLADES

EASY TO MAINTAIN
For easy maintenance, the blade assembly and push block come apart quickly when it’s time for cleaning.

WITHSTANDS RIGOROUS DAILY USE

NON SKID FEET
For stability, the four rubber feet keep the unit from sliding during operation.